Scavenger Hunt — Guide for Faculty

The purpose of the scavenger hunt is to have your students attempt (and perhaps struggle) with WordPress while they have the support of their peers and/or the Arts ISIT tech rovers. Use this guide in combination with the Word doc for students, which you can edit if you wish. To book the tech rovers to visit your classroom, please contact arts.helpdesk@ubc.ca or visit Buchanan C105.

ePortfolio Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Working in a small group, edit your ePortfolio to complete the following tasks. Use the resources on ePortfolio website at http://eportfolios.arts.ubc.ca to help you. You can also ask one of the Arts ISIT tech rovers for help.

The first group to successfully complete all tasks will receive a **mystery prize**.

Tasks:

1. Create a post with an image that does not violate Copyright law.
   
   *Hint: Review “Add an Image or Media” and “Copyright Guide” under “Getting Started”*

2. Create a child category called “Philosophy” under the parent category “Academics”. Assign your post from Task #1 to this category.
   
   *Hint: Review “Create and Organize Posts”*

3. Edit your “Academics” page so that a reader can quickly and easily find the post you created in Task #1.
   
   *Hint: Review “Understanding Posts and Pages” or “Create and Organize Posts”*

4. Add a second child category of your choosing to “Academics” and link to this “Academics” page. For instance, you might add your major or your minor.

5. Add a brief description of something extracurricular that you’ve done to your “Personal Initiatives”. Include an image that does not violate Copyright law.

6. Change the theme of your ePortfolio to something that will work on a desktop computer as well as on a tablet or cell phone.

   *Hint: Review “Customize Your ePortfolio: Themes and More.”*

7. Edit your “Skills” page so that you identify and describe the same number of skills as Danielle Juneau highlights in her ePortfolio.

   *Hint: Look under “Example ePortfolios.”*

8. Add a parent page that has the same title as one of the sections of Ola Saleh’s ePortfolio. Include a link to this page on your menu.

   *Hint: Look under “Example ePortfolios.”*

9. Add a widget of your choice to ePortfolio.

   *Hint: Look under “Customize Your ePortfolio” > “Editing Widgets.”*

Bring a small incentive for your students.

Students can look for an image available under Creative Commons, or can simply upload a photo or illustration that they have created themselves.

Put the name of your discipline here.

Students can either insert a link to their post on the “Academics” page, or can use a post category feed.

Only responsive themes will work well on a tablet or cell phone.

Under “Fine Arts” example ePortfolios

Under “Non-Arts Disciplines” example ePortfolios